Computational study of Li$_2$OHCl as a possible solid state battery material

JASON HOWARD, N. A. W. HOLZWARTH, Wake Forest University — Preparations of Li$_2$OHCl have recently been experimentally studied$^{2,3}$ as solid state Li ion electrolytes. A disordered cubic phase is known$^4$ to be stable at temperatures $T > 35^\circ$ C. Following previous ideas,$^3$ first principles supercells are constructed with up to 320 atoms to model the cubic phase. First principles molecular dynamics simulations of the cubic phase show Li ion diffusion occurring on the $t = 10^{-12}$ s time scale, at temperatures as low as $T = 400$ K. The structure of the lower temperature phase ($T < 35^\circ$ C) is not known in detail$^4$. A reasonable model of this structure is developed by using the tetragonal ideal structure found by first principles simulations and a model Hamiltonian to account for alternative orientations of the OH groups.

$^1$Supported by NSF grant DMR-1507942. Thanks to Zachary D. Hood of GaTech and ORNL for introducing these materials to us.